Tarot Timing
Information Chart
T

iming in the tarot can be a tricky topic. But successfully identifying when something will happen is invaluable. The symbolic
structure of the deck offers a framework on which to hang a multitude of coherent timing systems. Unless your deck already has
clear timing indicators, finding the system that works for you is the first step in determining correct timing.

There are many ways to tell time with the tarot. For example, classical interpretations of the elements provide a speed for each suit, a
simple determination of whether something happens sooner or later. The traditional Golden Dawn correspondences propose planetary
and zodiacal associations, resulting in the assignment of days of the week and dates of the year. More confusingly, various analogies for
the suits lead us through an array of contradictory seasonal systems. For instance, the suits align with the seasons via the start of the
season, the cardinal signs. This gives us Aries/Wands/fire for spring, Cancer/Cups/water for summer, etc. But the Pages are allotted the
quadrants of the year, and as such each Page represents the fixed signs or fullness of the season: Taurus/Page of Pentacles/earth for
spring, Leo/Page of Wands/fire for summer, and so on.
The truth is that no system is perfect. The best technique for getting accurate timing in the tarot is to pick one system and stick to it —
while being open to intuitional nudges. As a case in point, my sense of the Pages is that they are too young, and so indicate that it’s not
time yet. This Tarot Timing Information Chart is a compilation of the systems that work for me, plus the nudges that have been
consistently correct. I offer this in the hope that you will find accurate answers to your timing questions.

The Major Arcana

Immediately;
Take a chance

Wednesday, or
Make it happen

Monday, or
Within a month

Friday, or
Within 3 months

Mar21-Apr20

Apr21-May20

May21-Jun20

Jun21-Jul21

Jul22-Aug22

Aug23-Sep22

Thursday, or
Still changing

Sep23-Oct23

Wait, Patience
is needed

Oct23-Nov22

Nov23-Dec21

Dec22-Jan19

Tuesday, or
Unexpectedly

Feb19-Mar20

Sunday, or
In a day, In a
year, Success

Jan20-Feb18

Quick or slow, but
Saturday, or
Permanent
Slowly, Success
change

Wands

Cups

Speed: Fastest | Season: Spring
Card number + Hours-Days

Speed: Slow | Season: Summer
Card number + Weeks-Months

Immediately

Jun21-Sep22;
Not ready yet

Immediately

Sep23-Dec21;
Not ready yet

Mar11-Apr10

Mar21-30

Mar31-Apr10

Apr11-20

Jun11-Jul11

Jun21-Jul1

Jul2-11

Jul12-21

Jul12-Aug11

Jul22-Aug1

Aug2-11

Aug12-Aug22

Oct13-Nov12

Oct23-Nov1

Nov2-12

Nov13-22

Nov13-Dec12

Nov23-Dec2

Dec3-12

Dec13-21

Feb9-Mar10

Feb19-29

Mar1-10

Mar11-20

Swords

Pentacles

Speed: Fast| Season: Fall
Card number + Days-Weeks

Speed: Slowest | Season: Winter
Card number + Months-Years

Immediately

Dec22-Mar20;
Not ready yet

Immediately

Mar21-Jun20;
Not ready yet

Sep12-Oct12

Sep23-Oct2

Oct3-12

Oct13-22

Dec13-Jan9

Dec22-30

Dec31-Jan9

Jan10-19

Jan10-Feb8

Jan20-29

Jan30-Feb8

Feb9-18

Apr11-May10

Apr21-30

May1-10

May11-20

May11-Jun10

May21-31

Jun1-10

Jun11-20

Aug12-Sep11

Aug23-Sep1

Sep2-11

Sep12-22
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